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Abstract
The concept of gray-box optimization, in juxtaposition to black-box optimization,
revolves about the idea of exploiting the problem structure to implement more ef-
ficient evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Work on factorized distribution algorithms
(FDAs), whose factorizations are directly derived from the problem structure, has
also contributed to show how exploiting the problem structure produces important
gains in the efficiency of EAs. In this paper we analyze the general question of
using problem structure in EAs focusing on confronting work done in gray-box
optimization with related research accomplished in FDAs. This contrasted anal-
ysis helps us to identify, in current studies on the use problem structure in EAs,
two distinct analytical characterizations of how these algorithms work. Moreover,
we claim that these two characterizations collide and compete at the time of pro-
viding a coherent framework to investigate this type of algorithms. To illustrate
this claim, we present a contrasted analysis of formalisms, questions, and results
produced in FDAs and gray-box optimization. Common underlying principles in
the two approaches, which are usually overlooked, are identified and discussed.
Besides, an extensive review of previous research related to different uses of the
problem structure in EAs is presented. The paper also elaborates on some of the
questions that arise when extending the use of problem structure in EAs, such as
the question of evolvability, high cardinality of the variables and large definition
sets, constrained and multi-objective problems, etc. Finally, emergent approaches
that exploit neural models to capture the problem structure are covered.
keywords: genetic algorithms, problem structure, gray-box optimization, structure modeling, esti-
mation of distribution algorithms, probabilistic graphical models, neural models, evolvability
1 Introduction
A number of recent works in evolutionary algorithms have emphatically highlighted the need of
exploiting the problem structure information when addressing optimization problems with evolu-
tionary algorithms (EAs) [170, 172]. Expressions such as “problem structure matters” [170] or
“blind (search) no more” [172] refer to the excruciating importance of identifying and exploiting
problem information. Furthermore, the term gray-boy optimization has been coined to refer to a va-
riety of algorithms, all sharing the characteristic of using, to different extents, the problem structure
information. Research in this direction fosters the idea that exploiting information about the prob-
lem characteristics can produce important gains in efficiency. Gray-box optimization research then
attempts new ways to solve the optimization problems for which some a-priori information is avail-
able, notably those problems with a “suitable” structure. The underlying assumption is that knowing
this type of “structural” information can not only serve to improve traditional EA implementations,
but also to create significantly novel and more efficient approaches.
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Presenting ways of using knowledge about the problem characteristics in the design of genetic al-
gorithms (GAs) [40, 57] was an early topic of attention in EAs [6, 28, 82]. DeJong [30] mentions
two main approaches to adapt the classical GA definition to the characteristics of the problem: 1)
To design an alternative representation of the same (solution) space for which the traditional (ge-
netic) operators are appropriate. 2) To select different genetic operators that are more appropriate to
the “natural representation”. These two approaches have been present in several GA applications,
typically in those that implement knowledge-based or heuristic genetic operators [17, 41, 127, 179].
For the analysis made in this paper we will assume that the “problem structure” exploited by gray-
box optimizers corresponds to a singular representation of the a-priori known characteristics of the
problem. Furthermore, we will assume that what makes gray-box optimization depart from other
EA approaches, such as those mentioned above, is the conjunction of a particular type of problem
knowledge (the structure of the interactions among variables) with very specific methods to exploit
this knowledge. Therefore, while knowledge-based operators have been extensively investigated
in evolutionary computation, we will examine the methods conceived for exploiting the problem
structure, such as those advocated by gray-box optimization, as novel.
Problem structure, which is used by gray-box optimizers, has been previously exploited by other
EAs. First and foremost, by model-building EAs, which create a representation of the relationships
among the variables of the problem and use this representation to conduct a more efficient sampling
of the search space. These algorithms have undergone rapid development in recent years [8, 45, 70,
151, 190, 191]. Significant research has been conducted in the field of estimation of distribution
algorithms (EDAs) [70, 106] to better exploit information about the problem structure while solving
the optimization problem.
With the exception of the simplest EDAs that assume independence between variables (e.g., PBIL
[3] and UMDA [94]), the best known variant of EDAs are those that automatically learn probabilis-
tic models of (black-box) optimization problems during the search. Nevertheless, there are EDAs
whose factorizations are directly derived from the problem structure. They were originally called
factorization-based distribution algorithms (FDAs) [105]. The analysis presented in this paper uses
the similarities and differences between FDAs and gray-box optimization methods as a leitmotif to
discuss several points involved in using problem information by EAs.
The goal of the paper is three-fold: First, to identify those concepts that are essentially identical in
the two approaches, bridging the gap between analyses originated from different perspectives of the
same problem. Secondly, to review research on the exploitation of the graphical representation of
the problem structure in EAs. Finally, our aim is to discuss relevant questions related to the use of
the problem structure in EAs, including the emergence of neural models, approaches that exploit
the structure of multi-objective and constrained problems, and directions for convergence between
gray-box optimization and EDAs.
The paper is organized as follows: The ideas brought up by works on gray-box optimization and
gray-box optimizers are discussed in the next section. Some background on EDAs, and particularly
on FDAs, is presented in Section 3. The relationship between gray-box optimization and EDAs is
analyzed from different perspectives in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates the application of hyperplane-
based and factorization-based formalisms to the analysis of a decomposable function. Section 6
discusses a number of relevant topics and challenging questions for EAs that exploit the problem
structure. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Gray-box optimization problems and gray-box optimizers
To introduce the ideas of gray-box optimization, we briefly address the following questions:
1. A definition of problem structure.
2. An introduction to black-box, gray-box, and a finer color scale for problem structure char-
acterization in optimization.
3. An explanation of what gray-box optimization is about.
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2.1 Problem structure
We will assume in this paper that problem structure refers to the specific patterns of interactions
among variables at the time of determining the objective function. In loose terms, a problem with
no structure is a problem where all variables influence independently the values of the objective
function. On the contrary, a problem with difficult or intricate structure is one in which several
distinct large subsets of interacting variables, that partially overlap, participate in the computation
of the function values.
The notion of problem structure we use here is related but essentially different to the one implicit in
the analysis of fitness landscapes [38, 56, 64, 91], where the focus is not necessarily on the patterns
of interactions among the variables but on other properties of the problem (e.g., number of local
optima, basins of attraction, geometrical landscape features, etc.). Although we will mainly focus
on single-optimization problems, the notion of problem structure can be naturally extended to multi-
objective problems for which we can still evaluate how different patterns of interactions among the
variables influence each of the objectives [1, 62, 77, 110, 180].
2.2 Gray-box optimization problems
Gray-box optimization problems are usually explained in contraposition to a black-box optimization
problems. In the latter, we do not have any information about the structure of the function being
optimized. In the first, case however, we know some information about the structure of the problem.
For instance, in additively decomposed functions (ADFs) [105], the value of the function is the sum
of the evaluation of a number of subfunctions defined on subsets of all the variables. If we consider
that these subsets of (interacting) variables define the structure of the problem, and this structure is
known, then ADFs can be seen as a gray-box optimization problem. Several real-world problems
could be included in the class of gray-box, e.g., MAX-kSAT, Ising model, NK-landscape, etc. [171].
While gray-box optimization is a relatively recent concept, the term gray-box identification [112] is
given a similar meaning in modeling physical and networked systems and in control theory. It refers
to situations in which a generic model structure is given and the parameters are those to be estimated
from data.
Even if the difference between black-box and gray-box optimization problems seems sufficiently
clear, there are situations in which information about the problem exists but it is only partial. For
instance, we could know which are the groups of related variables where subfunctions are defined,
but not the way in which they are related (i.e., the expression for the subfunctions defined in each
group). It is also possible that structural relationships are only known for a limited number of groups,
i.e., some definition sets of the function are unknown.
For combinatorial problems, we introduce in this paper a finer grain definition of the type of available
problem information and the way it characterizes the optimization problem. We split the available
information into: 1) Information about the structural relationships among variables (definition sets).
2) Information about the way in which the interactions are expressed within each group (definition
of the subfunctions). Table 1 shows the White-Gray-Black (WGB) classification of optimization
problems according to the type and extent of problem information available. Using this classifica-
tion, black-box optimization problems would be classified as Black-Black problems, and gray-box
optimization problems could be further divided into another 6 groups. To avoid confusion, and for
ease of presentation, we will stick to the “gray-box” term in this paper.
2.3 Gray-box optimizers
Gray-box optimizers are optimization algorithms that exploit the information available about the
structure of an optimization problem in order to make a more efficient search. It is assumed that, at
least for some classes of gray-box problems, using this information will produce gains in efficiency.
However, this is a very general definition since different classes of optimizers can use information
about the problem structure in distinct ways and with different degrees of efficiency.
In the papers where the term gray-box optimization is discussed [20, 21, 163, 175], it is usually
assumed that information about the structure is known a priori, i.e., it is not learned by the algo-
rithm itself while conducting the search. Furthermore, while there are no apparent reasons to set
3
Structure Subfunction def. Type of problems
White White All definition sets and their corresponding subfunctions are known.
White Gray All definition sets are known but some subfunctions are unknown.
White Black All definition sets are known but no information about subfunctions is available.
Gray White Definition sets are partially known, together with all their corresponding subfunctions.
Gray Gray Definition sets are partially known and only some of their corresponding subfunctions are available.
Gray Black Definition sets are partially known. No information about the subfunctions is available.
Black Black Nothing is known about the structure and consequently the subfunctions.
Table 1: The White-Gray-Black (WGB) classification of optimization problems according to the
type and extent of problem information available. The information is classified using two criteria:
1) Definition sets of the function (Function structure). 2) Expression or procedure to define each
subfunction (Subfunction definition). White refers to the case where the information is fully avail-
able. Gray to the situation in which the information is partially known, and Black when there is no
available information.
constraints on the structural characteristics in the general class of gray-box optimization problems,
for feasibility and efficiency reasons, gray-box optimizers assume that the structure of the problem
is constrained. For instance, it is assumed that the size of any definition subset of an ADF to be op-
timized is upper-bounded by a parameter k (e.g., k-bounded pseudo-Boolean functions as presented
in [171]).
A number of methods have been covered under the umbrella of gray-box optimizers. From highly
efficient hill-climbers [21, 175], to enhanced partition crossover operators [20, 163], and combina-
tions of black-box global optimizers and local-search gray-box optimizers [43].
3 Estimation of distribution algorithms
The main idea of Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) [70, 79, 106] is to extract patterns
shared by the best solutions, represent these patterns using a probabilistic graphical model (PGM)
[67, 111], and generate new solutions from this model. In contrast to GAs, EDAs apply learning
and sampling of distributions instead of classical crossover and mutation operators. Modeling the
dependencies among the variables of the problem serves to efficiently orient the search to more
promising areas of the search space by explicitly capturing and exploiting potential relationships
among the problem variables. The pseudocode of an EDA is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Estimation of distribution algorithm
1 Set t⇐ 0. Create a populationD0 by generatingN random solutions.
2 do {
3 EvaluateDt using the fitness function.
4 FromDt, select a populationD
S
t ofK ≤ N solutions according to a selection method.
5 Compute a probabilistic model ofDSt .
6 GenerateDt+1 sampling from the model.
7 t⇐ t+ 1
8 } until Termination criteria are met.
3.1 Factorized distribution algorithms
While it is usually assumed that EDAs learn the structure of the problem from data, this is not always
the case. In fact, the first EDA based on the theory of PGMs was called Factorized Distribution
Algorithm (FDA) [105] and it computed a factorization from a problem structure known apriori. In
the field of EDAs, the term FDA was initially used to refer to EDAs that learned only the parameters
of the probabilistic models and not the structure [98, 99, 100, 134, 145, 183]. However, the term was
later also used to cover EDAs that learn the structure from data [81, 97, 104, 108, 109, 131, 146].
In this sense, the “FDA” and “EDA” terms were both used indistinctly to refer to the same class
of algorithm. While the term “EDA” attempts to emphasize the role played in the algorithm by the
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distribution estimation step, the term “FDA” highlights that a factorization of the distribution is used
in the estimation.
FDAs that use a fixed, a priori known structure of the problem to factorize the distribution were
mainly applied for only a short time due to the rapid introduction of EDAs capable to learn higher
order factorizations directly from the data, such as those based on Bayesian networks [36, 69, 115,
156] and Markov networks [2, 131, 150]. This may explain why FDAs based on a fixed structure are
known to only a reduced number of early EDA adopters. However, and this is one of the main claims
made in this paper, several of the questions originally addressed for the first FDAs (those based on
a fixed structure), and the answers given to these questions, are related and are a deep concern to
current research in gray-box optimization.
3.2 Alternative views of EDAs
In order to understand the different implications of using probabilistic modeling in EAs, and the
significance of taking into consideration the problem structure in the construction of the models, it
is convenient to approach EDAs from different perspectives. In this section we briefly discuss four
of these perspectives.
3.2.1 An EA that learns and samples a probability model
The most common definition of an EDA is an EA which replaces crossover and mutation operators
by the process of learning and sampling a model. This understanding of EDAs emphasizes their
difference to GAs.
3.2.2 An automatic way to generate models of an optimization problem
When structural learning of the probabilistic model is applied, EDAs can be seen as methods that
iteratively capture the “hidden” structure of the optimization problem. This means, in each gener-
ation, the learning method “mines” the selected population as traditional data-mining methods [49]
do and unearths a model of the relations in the population.
In some applications, the model learned can be as advantageous as finding the optimal solution.
Such a type of structure can serve to define similarity relationships among different instances of the
same problem [51, 133], or to design transfer learning strategies [60, 116, 142]. In this sense EDAs
can be seen as an automatic way to generate models of the problem. Furthermore, since these models
are produced in a temporarily ordered manner, it is possible to associate the structural characteristics
of the models to different stages of the search.
3.2.3 An effective method for problem decomposition
Problem decomposition is a general goal in Artificial Intelligence. The implicit parallelism hypoth-
esis used to explain GAs assumes that multiple subproblems are simultaneously solved during the
GA evolution, eventually leading to the optimal solution. A fundamental question for the design
of effective GAs is to find a tight encoding of the building blocks so to avoid their disruption, the
so-called linkage problem [48, 57]. FDAs with a fixed model solve this problem by appropriately
encapsulating and respecting the interactions during the sampling process, effectively exchanging
the building blocks of the parents in the new population.
EDAs that learn the structure actually identify the building blocks of the problem and organize them
in the model in such a way that they will be usable for sampling. Both the process of identifying
those building blocks (learning), and the process of combining them by sampling, are two essential
ingredients of the automatic method for problem decomposition as implemented in EDAs. The
problem decomposition perspective is applicable for methods, not necessarily EDAs, that can reuse
the building blocks for implementing other alternative ways for improving the solutions [88, 143,
147]. This perspective of problem decomposition is also closely linked to gray-box optimization,
showing a path for inclusion of gray-box optimization algorithms in EAs [43].
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Figure 1: Joint probability distributions determined by the components of an EDA.Dt,Dt+1: popu-
lations at generation t and t+1; ρst (x), ρ
a
t (x): Joint probability distributions determined by selection
and the probabilistic model approximation.
3.2.4 An algorithm to evolve probability distributions
An EDA can be seen as a process in which the different components of the algorithm assign a
probability to every solution of the search space. To illustrate this fact, we introduce some basic
notation.
Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn) be a vector of discrete variables. We will use x = (x1, . . . , xn) to denote
an assignment to the variables. S will denote a set of indices in {1, . . . , n}, and XS (respectively
xS) a subset of the variables ofX (respectively x) determined by the indices in S.
LetDt andDt+1 denote the EDA populations at generations t and t+1, respectively. The selection
method defines a probability of selection (ρst (x)) for each solution x. Similarly, the factorization
encoded by the probabilistic model defines a probability distribution that assigns a probability ρat (x)
of appearing in the next population to each solution. Figure 1 shows one possible representation of
the way in which EDA components define the probability distributions of the solutions.
The GA recombination operators could be also seen as defining probability distributions on the
solution space. What makes EDAs different is that the probabilistic models make the probabilities
assigned to the solutions explicit. In GAs, approximating the probabilities determined by crossover
and mutation can be cumbersome. In EDAs, given a probabilistic model, the computation of the
probability is straightforward. Looking at EDAs from the perspective of algorithms that move in the
space of probabilities is pertinent for the theoretical analysis of the algorithms [33, 34, 78, 101, 103]
and can serve as a basis for implementing different types of inferences about the characteristics of
the search space.
4 Gray-box optimization and EDAs
In this section we analyze different aspects of the relationship between gray-box optimization and
EDAs. In particular, the following aspects will serve to illustrate these relationships:
1. Class of problems used to study the algorithms.
2. Representation of the problem structure.
3. Modeling the search for optimal solutions.
4. Using the problem structure for the search.
5. Implications of the structure for the behavior of the algorithms.
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4.1 Class of problems
In additively decomposable functions (ADFs), possible interactions among the variables are reduced
to a subset of these interactions. ADFs are used to simulate problems that can be decomposed into
smaller subproblems.
Definition 1 An ADF of order k is defined by
f(x) =
∑
si∈S
fi(Πsix) S = {s1, . . . , sl} si ⊆ X, |si| = k (1)
where S is the set comprising the definition sets of the function, andΠsix is the projection of x ∈ X
onto the subspaceXS .
Other approaches in EAs conceptualize the notion of ADF with different names. For instance, an
embedded landscape with bounded epistasis k is defined in [53] as a function that can be decom-
posed as the sum ofm subfunctions, each one depending at most on k input variables.
ADFs have been extensively used to investigate the influence of the problem structure and study the
convergence properties of EDAs [15, 35, 100, 117, 183]. The behavior of these algorithms for other
decomposable problems has been also studied from the perspective of ADFs [46, 148]. Linkage
identification methods have been analyzed using ADFs [19, 24, 128, 165, 190].
When xi ∈ {0, 1}, k-order ADFs are essentially identical to k-bounded pseudo-Boolean, functions
which are used in several works addressing gray box optimization [20, 171, 174]. For instance, in
[171], any problem that is expressed as a k-bounded pseudo-Boolean optimization problem, and for
whichM = O(n) is called an Mk landscape. In this paper, we stick to the terms of k-order ADFs
and k-order decomposable problems since these terms are self-explanatory.
4.2 Representation of the problem structure
One of the key points in the analysis of the problem structure is to find meaningful representations
of the relationships among the variables that allow the exploitation of the potential patterns hidden
in the structure. In this section we analyze the graphical representations of the structure usually
applied in gray-box optimization and EDAs, and the way these representations have been exploited.
4.2.1 Interaction graphs
In gray-box optimization, a variable interaction graph (VIG) [20, 173] is defined by associating one
vertex to each variable of the problem. Every pair of variables that appear together in some subfunc-
tion are connected by an edge in the VIG. Figure 2a) shows an interaction graph for a problem with
n = 10 variables andM = 10 subfunctions of order k = 3.
The VIG represented in Figure 2a) clearly displays, as triangles, the three-way interactions among
subsets of variables. In addition to the local patterns, the graph seems to indicate a global symmetric
pattern with respect to horizontal and vertical axes. Variables symmetries [23, 107] are only one
example of the types of regularities of a problem structure that could be exploited by “structure-
informed” optimization methods [120, 141].
Usually, EDAs use probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) to represent a factorization of the prob-
ability distribution. The PGM contains a graphical representation of the dependency relationships
among the variables. Common PGMs are dependency trees, Bayesian networks, and Markov net-
works. Although PGMs are the norm when addressing black-box optimization problems for which
the structure has to be learned, interaction graphs were early applied in EDAs [96, 97, 135] to inves-
tigate the relationship between the structure of the problem and the factorized approximation used
to solve them. Table 4.2.1 shows a cross-index of related concepts in gray-box optimization and
EDAs.
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Figure 2: Left) Interaction graph for a problem with n = 10 variables and M = 10 subfunctions
of order k = 3. Horizontal and vertical axes are represented with dotted lines to emphasize the
symmetries that exist in the problem structure. Right) Edges added to the original interaction graph
to obtain a chordal graph.
gray-box EDAs reference EDAs reference gray-box
Mk landscape problem k-order ADF [173] [105]
structure-aware mutation BB-wise mutation [20, 173] [76, 88, 147]
variable interaction graph interaction graphs [20, 173] [96, 97, 135]
Tree decomposition Mk landscapes ADF with bounded tree-width of k [174] [105]
Table 2: A cross-index of related concepts in gray-box optimization and EDAs.
4.2.2 Factor graphs
One limitation of interaction graphs is that they are not expressive enough to show the order of the
interactions among the variables. This is illustrated in Figure 3 Left) where we can not discern from
the graph whether there are three pair-wise interactions, without a higher three-order contribution,
or whether the three variables jointly interact.
A factor graph [68] is a bipartite graph that can serve to represent the factorized structure of a
distribution. It has two types of nodes: variable nodes (represented as a circle), and factor nodes
(represented as a square). In the graphs, factor nodes are represented by capital letters starting from
A, and variable nodes by numbers starting from 1. Variable nodes are indexed with letters starting
with i, and factor nodes with letters starting with a. The existence of an edge connecting variable
node i to factor node a means that xi is an argument of function fa in the referred factorization.
Figure 3 Center) and Figure 3 Right) show the way in which factor graphs provide more complete
information about the interactions among the variables of a problem. They represent two different
patterns of interactions among the variables that would have an identical representation using an
interaction graph.
Despite the more expressive nature of a factor graph to represent the problem structure, its adoption
to model variable interactions in EAs has been limited [55, 75, 87, 95], probably due to the additional
number of factor nodes it requires to model a factorization.
4.3 Modeling the search
The schema theory, the most extended formalism used to explain GAs, starts from the assumption
that GAs change the sampling rates of hyperplanes in an n-dimensional hypercube corresponding
to a binary encoding of the solution space [40, 57]. A schema is simply a hyperplane in the search
space. It is represented by a chain of symbols taken from the variables domain plus a “don’t care”
symbol (usually #). Two features are used to describe a schema. Its order (number of positions in
the schema that do not have the # symbol) and its defining length (distance between the outermost
defined positions). Building blocks are defined as short, low-order schemata.
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Figure 3: Left) Interaction graph of variables corresponding to a problem with variables X1, X2,
and X3. Center) Factor graph representing three pair-wise interactions among the variables. Right)
Factor graph showing one three-variate interactions.
The schema theory tries to explain the behavior of algorithms that are defined by the application
of crossover and mutation operators. It is not straightforward enough to apply it to explain FDAs,
where the graphical representation of the interactions among the variables provides a more flexible
encoding of the epistatic nature of the problem. For example, the role of the “defining length” of
a schema is, to the very least, secondary for the analysis of FDAs, because these algorithms can
guarantee that proper building blocks will not be disrupted during the sampling step, whatever the
position of the variables in the solution representation. As long as the relevant dependencies of
the problem are sufficiently covered by the probabilistic model, the behavior of FDAs will not be
harmed by the position of the variables in the representation. This is an important difference with
GAs, for which the defining length of the schemata can play a primary role to explain the behavior
of the crossover operators.
The defining length is one of the conceptual components of the schema formalism that become
irrelevant for the analysis of FDAs. There are also conceptual gaps, or missing components, in the
schema theory that prevent their application to explain FDAs.
The limitations of the schema theory to explain EDAs have been analyzed in detail in [136] and
an in-depth analysis of this question is beyond the scope of this paper. The significant point here
is whether the key concepts used in schema theory (e.g., hyperplanes, schemata, building blocks,
etc.) are appropriate to explain, and eventually further develop the work on gray-box optimization.
On one hand, gray-box optimization builds on previous work on GAs, proposing ways to enhance
traditional recombination operators (e.g., by introducing the partition crossover [163]). On the other
hand, in order to take advantage of the variable interactions, gray-box optimization relies heavily
on the use of a graphical representation, and increasingly on concepts and algorithms defined for
them [174]. The dilemma lies in the fact that some of these graphical-model related concepts and
methods have difficulty fitting into the theoretical schema analysis framework traditionally used to
analyze GAs.
By selecting the theory of probabilistic graphical models as a framework to develop EDAs, it was
possible to find a more precise way to explain the behavior of algorithms that exploit problem in-
teractions than recurring to the schema theory. The theory of PGMs also makes it easier to develop
these algorithms, since factors and factorizations are taken into account in the design of the al-
gorithms. The position defended in this paper is that work on gray-box optimization illustrates a
phenomenon in which competing distinct analytical characterizations of how EAs work collide in
providing a coherent framework to investigate this type of algorithms.
While a framework that integrates the concepts from the schema theory and those commonly used
to explain and design EDAs is not available, some understanding of the relationship between terms
deployed in the two areas is needed in order to identify the links between the algorithms. A pair of
terms that serve to illustrate this matter is (hyperplanes, factors).
4.3.1 Hyperplanes and factors
As mentioned before, the analysis of hyperplanes has been traditionally used to explain the behavior
of GAs and the influence of recombination operators in the search for optimal solutions. Hyper-
planes are usually assigned a mean fitness value computed by using all the solutions that belong to
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the hyperplane. To illustrate the concept, let us use the definitions introduced in [171] to present the
concept of order-j deceptive function.
“Let h denote a (n − j)-dimensional hyperplane where j variables have preassigned bit values,
and α(h) be a mask with 1 bits marking the locations where the j variables appear in the problem
location and 0 elsewhere. LetMAX(x, α(h)) return the hyperplane with the best mean over all 2j
order j hyperplanes that can be defined using the α(h) mask. A function is order-j deceptive [171]
if the j bit values returned byMAX(x, α(h)) for all hyperplanes of order j are not the same as the
bit values found in a string which is a global optimum.”
In the explanations of EDAs, factors play a role similar in importance to that played by hyperplanes
in the most common theories used to explain GAs. But there is not a complete match between the
terms due to the difference between the algorithms. Basically, a factor is a subset of variables from
the problem that are modeled together. Usually, the variables are grouped in a factor to indicate that
there is some sort of interaction among them in the problem. When a probabilistic model is learned,
marginal probabilities are learned for each factor. A marginal probability assigns a probability value
to each possible joint configuration of the variables in the factor. Ideally, in the marginal probability
of the factor, the configurations of the variables with the highest probability will correspond to those
with the highest fitness contribution to the global solution.
In terms of hyperplanes, we can see each of the 2j configurations of a factor (X1, . . . , Xj) as a hy-
perplane, in which the marginal value of the configuration serves as an estimate of the corresponding
fitness of the hyperplane. Since the table of marginal distributions contains the marginal values for
all 2j configurations, we can easily determine the factor configuration with the best fitness, similarly
to the way in which the above-mentioned functionMAX(x, α(h)) returns the hyperplane with the
best mean over all 2j order j hyperplanes. Whether the marginal probability is an accurate estimate
of the fitness depends on the population size. Assuming an infinite population size, the estimate can
be exact.
What makes factors exceptionally practical from the algorithm design point of view is that they
can be conveniently combined to form factorizations. As a rule, factorizations are understood as
factorizations of a distribution, but factorizations can also be interpreted in more general terms, as
possible ways to represent the problem decomposition (see discussion in Section 3.2.3). In EDAs,
a factorization can serve to represent the way in which the problem should be divided into sets of
interacting variables, and equally important, how these sets should relate to each other in order to
efficiently generate new solutions. Notice that the question of how to effectively encode (reorder) the
sets of interacting variables in the hyperplane representation to increase the efficiency of gray-box
optimizers is related to the issue of how to “factorize” the representation according to the problem
interactions. One of the tricky issues in the analysis of hyperplanes is the scenario where different
hyperplanes overlap. This is elegantly solved in FDAs by means of the graphical representation of
the factors, and the methods to sample solutions working on this representation [105].
Factorizations can be grouped into classes according to the way factors are related, for instance in
[105, 132, 136] the classes of valid and invalid factorizations are described. In general, decompos-
able problems have simple factorizations from which it is feasible to compute the best configuration
in a short time. However, more difficult problems can also be approached from the point of view of
factorizations.
While the way in which gray-box optimization and FDAs use the information about the structure
of the problem is different, the implications that the characteristics of the graphical representation
of the problem structure have for the complexity of the optimization problem are very similar for
the two approaches. Decomposable problems are as trivial for FDAs [105], as order-k separable
Mk landscapes are for a gray-box optimizer [174]. A more challenging question in the study of
factorizations is the analysis of those problems that are not trivial, their identification, and the spe-
cific approaches conceived to deal with them by exploiting the problem structure. In Section 4.5 we
discuss this question.
4.3.2 Other representations
In addition to hyperplanes and factors, other formalisms have been proposed to model the relation-
ships among the variables in the design of EAs. One of these formalisms is the family of subsets
(FOS) [160]. A FOS is a set of subsets of a certain main set S, i.e., a subset of the power-set of
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S. When used to analyze or implement EAs [11, 159, 160, 161, 166], the set S comprises all the
problem variables indices. Thus, a FOS actually represents different subsets of the problem vari-
ables, and the choice of these subsets may be related to the problem structure or to the relationships
imposed by the algorithm (e.g., a particular way to factorize the problem).
Although a subset of indices belonging to a FOS can be interpreted as a factor, and the idea of
FOS is similar to the way in which region based approximations are defined in statistical physics to
approximate the free energy [65, 178], the FOS representation is very flexible since a certain FOS
can be seen independently of the mechanism used to generate it. Algorithms can be characterized
by the properties of the FOS they generate. Kikuchi approximations [59], also used to represent sets
of subsets of variables is EDAs, are defined by a specific algorithm that generates them. While FOS
have been used to analyze EDAs and hybrid algorithms with characteristics of GAs and EDAs (e.g.,
linkage-tree GA [159]), as a formalism it is closer to factors and factorizations than to hyperplanes.
4.4 Using the structure for the search
In addition to providing an understanding of the patterns of relationships among the variables, graph-
ical representations are handy for designing new operators and improving the components of EAs.
Among the ways the structure can be used to improve the performance of EAs are:
• To bias the learning of the probabilistic models.
• To design more efficient local search and mutation operators.
• To design new, hybrid, search approaches.
• To implement transfer learning strategies.
4.4.1 Using the structure to bias the learning of the probabilistic model
Perhaps the most widely employed procedure to exploit the graphical structure of a problem in
EDAs is to bias or constrain the way a probabilistic model is learned [4, 52, 132, 149]. This use
of the structure is slightly different from the way in which FDAs use the graphical structure. In the
latter case, the structure is employed to build a factorization of the problem that will be fixed along
the evolution [134]. In the former case, however, a probabilistic model is learned in each generation.
The graphical structure of the problem helps to narrow the space of probabilistic models that are
searched [4, 104, 132], or to bias the learning process in such a way that those models that capture
features of the known problem structure will be more likely to be learned [52, 118, 149].
4.4.2 Design of more efficient search operators
Designing more efficient search operators is the core idea of local-search gray-box optimization
algorithms, such as the hill climber algorithms proposed in [20, 21], which use information about
the structure of the function. In the hill climber approach it is assumed that the problem is k-
bounded Pseudo-Boolean, and that the number of potential improving moves to be applied by the
local optimizer is drastically reduced by taking into account the interactions among the variables.
The influence of the interaction among the variables, as captured by the graph structure, is implicitly
contemplated in the implementation of the method. As stated in [171], if it is assumed that if there
are no more single-bit improving bit-flips, then the only pairs of variables that could be mutated
together in order to achieve an improvement in the fitness of the function are those linked in the
interaction graph.
The use of the problem structure is also at the very core of EDAs that use the information about the
interactions among the variables to sample them together, instead of independently [71]. Further-
more, a number of proposals of structure-aware mutation operators, and other methods that exploit
knowledge about the local structure of the interactions have been proposed in EDAs. Among these
proposals are:
• Structure-aware mutation operators via probabilistic model building of neighborhoods
[147].
• Using global statistical information to implement informed mutation operators such as
guided mutation [185, 187].
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• Substructural neighborhoods for local search in the Bayesian optimization algorithm [76,
80].
• Using belief propagation methods to exchange information about the best local configura-
tions for each set of interacting variables [75, 87, 88].
Efficiency can also be improved by using the structural information as a way to initialize the so-
lutions or populations previous to the application of the genetic operators. In [47], an algorithm
is introduced that uses configurations of variables that correspond to hyperplanes with high quality
average fitness to initialize stochastic local search for MAXSAT.
4.4.3 Hybrid methods that exploit problem structure
Besides gray-box optimization algorithms and EDAs, there are other methods that model the struc-
ture of the problem and use the models to generate new solutions. Among these methods are Optimal
Mixing EAs (OMEAs) [160]. We consider these methods as “hybrid” because they learn graphical
representations using machine learning algorithms similar to those traditionally used by EDAs but,
instead of generating new solutions using probabilistic sampling methods, they apply operators rem-
iniscent of those used by a traditional GA.
A distinguished feature of the different variants of OMEAs is the intermediate evaluation of solutions
during the generation step. Solutions are created by making partial changes to an initial template
(e.g., a solution from the population). Every time that a solution is partially modified, it will be
evaluated to ascertain whether the modification made over the previous solution was beneficial. At
the end of the process, the acceptance of the offspring in the new population will depend on whether
any fitness improvement has been produced. The sets of variables that are modified together at each
step of the solution generation are selected according to a “linkage” model. The values assigned
to this set of values come from another “donor” solution that can be selected following different
criteria. In the original Linkage Tree GA (LTGA) [159], mixing is restricted to two parents, in
the Genepool Optimal Mixing EA (GOMEA) [160], the values selected for each factor of variables
come from a random individual.
Another characteristic of the OMEAs is the way in which the structural information about the prob-
lem is represented. One of the most used models is the linkage tree, which is a structure commonly
used to represent hierarchical clusters. The bottom level of the structure contains n single sets,
and in every other level the two most similar sets in the previous level are clustered together. This
multilevel representation adds a different perspective to the way in which structural information is
represented. It allows to capture some hierarchical structural relationships among the problem com-
ponents. However, this convenient property of linkage tree models is obtained at the expense of not
being able to represent problems with overlapping structure. The Linkage Neighbor GOMEA [11]
attempts to address this limitation by modeling, for each variable, the nearest neighbors in terms of
linkage (i.e., similar to the concept of Markov blanket in Markov networks).
The large corpus of work on OMEAs [11, 12, 44, 129, 160, 169] provides a set of valuable lessons
for the use of the problem structure in EAs, among them we identify the following:
• Parsimonious construction of solutions, with a monotonic improvement of the fitness and
strong criterion for acceptance in the new generation, arise as a feasible alternative to prob-
abilistic sampling, and as an effective way of keeping the population size small. It has been
claimed that OM is a superior combination of local search and EAs [10].
• The uses given to the selected solutions at the time of model selection can be various.
Contrary to the usual practice in EDAs, in LT-GOMEAs, selected solutions are used to learn
the model structure [161], but they are not used in any way for biasing the assignments of
the variables values.
• The efficiency of the OMEAs depends on the choice of the FOS or linkage sets, and on the
relationship between these linkage sets and the problem structure [169]. LTGA does not
seems to perform well for 2D spin glasses [118] and problems with complex overlapping
linkage structure [44].
• In terms of the implications that knowledge about the problem structure may have for the
search, perhaps the main message from the application of GOMEAs is as stated in [160]:
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“This supports the notion that it is not just finding a good configuration of a sufficiently
complex structure, it is also the way in which this structural information is exploited upon
creating new solutions that is of vital importance.”
4.4.4 Transfer learning strategies based on structural similarity
A natural extension of the use of the graphical structure of a given problem is to exploit this infor-
mation for problems that are different but share some structural characteristics. This is the case, for
example, of different instances of the same problem (e.g., Max-SAT, NK-landscape, etc.). In these
scenarios it would be desirable that EAs exploit information about the structure of one (source)
problem at the time of optimizing other (target) problems. In [116] a transfer learning approach
that computes a distance-based metric to bias the learning of the probabilistic model while solving a
target problem instance is proposed. The metric is computed from the Bayesian network structures
learned by hBOA while solving other source instances of the same problem. In [142], different
variants of structural transfer are discussed. For the application examined it is shown that the use
of partial information extracted from a set of source problems reduces the computational cost asso-
ciated with probabilistic model learning and improves the quality of the final results for the target
problem.
4.5 Problem structure, problem difficulty, and algorithm behavior
One initial consideration that we make is the difference between the general question of what makes
a problem difficult for EAs, as investigated in [37, 83, 91, 162], and the more specific question of
how the structure of a problem influences its difficulty for an EA. The first question is very broad
since several factors can make a problem difficult for EAs.
Although more specific, the question of how the problem structure influences the difficulty that the
problem poses to an EA is itself very complex and beyond the scope of this paper. Here we only
sketch some points related to the problem structure and their impact on the results of FDAs and
gray-box optimization algorithms. Our main claim here is that there are structural features that have
a very similar impact on the two approaches. Indeed, most of these features can be derived from the
analysis of the problem graphical structure.
4.5.1 Trivial and hard functions for gray-optimization and FDAs
k-order separable decomposable functions are easy both for gray-box optimization methods [173]
and FDAs [105]. The complexity for both algorithms is exponential in k. A number of recent results
in gray-box optimization are related to this fact [171, 174]. In [171], a pre-processing algorithm has
been introduced that solves all separable Mk landscapes problems in O(n) time. It has been also
shown that “Localized Mk landscapes” can be constructed that are not adjacent, but which also can
be solved in polynomial time.
Two findings shape the discussion on the relationship between the structural or graphical character-
istics of a problem and its difficulty for FDAs. The first result, [105], points to the identification of
the tree-width of a junction tree (the size of the largest node in the junction tree minus 1) constructed
from the ADF structure as an indicator of problem complexity for FDA. This result was a break-
through since it allowed to establish a connection between GA analysis, the theory of probabilistic
graphical models, and well-known dynamic programming algorithms.
A second, very influential, result was presented by Gao and Culberson in [39]. They showed that
for random ADFs the tree-width of the corresponding graphical structure is of order n. While
k-order separable ADFs have tree-width (k − 1) and can be solved in O(n), random ADFs of
order k are exponentially complex for FDAs. Interestingly, EDAs that learn Bayesian networks can
also see their performance quickly deteriorate for problems with an increasing number of k-order
subfunctions [35]. Recently, the connection between the work Gao and Culberson [39] and the
complexity of ADFs for gray-box optimization problems has been discussed in [174]. As expected,
random functions are also exponentially complex for gray-box optimization algorithms.
While results for random functions point to the limits of optimization methods that use the prob-
lem structure, real-world optimization problems are not random in general. Therefore, the essential
consideration at the time of addressing one real-world problem is what is the tree-width of its as-
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sociated structure graphical representation. Nonetheless, even if some features that characterize the
problem difficulty for FDAs and gray-box optimization methods can be extracted from the anal-
ysis of its graphical structure, the extraction of these features is not always straightforward. For
example, the problem of finding the triangulation of a graph with minimum tree-width problems is
NP-hard [177]. A positive note is that there are fast algorithms which are capable of computing
approximations [54, 158].
Another question that is usually overlooked in the analysis of the problem structure is the type and
strength of the interactions among the variables. In [135], capturing benign and malign interactions
[61] in the model is shown to have a different effect on the behavior of EDAs. Similarly, weak
and strong interactions are not equally significant at the time of modeling a problem. Therefore,
while an analysis based on the tree-width of the graphical representation and on other structural
characteristics provides a global picture of the complexity of the problem, a detailed picture will
depend on the type and strength of the interactions represented by the structure.
5 Competing analytical characterizations at work
In this section we present an example that illustrates how an analytical approach based on the schema
theory can be misleading at the time of using and understanding how the problem structure influ-
ences the behavior of the algorithms.
5.1 A link between hyperplane statistics and marginal distributions
5.1.1 Boltzmann distribution
The Boltzmann probability distribution pB(x) (also called Gibbs distribution) is defined as:
pB(x) =
e
g(x)
T
∑
x
′ e
g(x′)
T
, (2)
where g(x) is a given objective function and T is the system temperature that can be used as a
parameter to smooth the probabilities. The inverse temperature β = 1
T
is frequently used instead of
the temperature.
A convenient property of pB(x) is that it assigns a higher probability to solutions with better fitness.
The solutions with the highest probability correspond to the optima. The relationship between the
fitness function and the variables dependencies that arise in the selected solutions can be modeled
using the Boltzmann probability distribution [58, 81, 103, 105].
5.2 The case of problems with circular structure
To illustrate how an analysis based on hyperplanes can be misleading, we take an adjacent MK
landscape presented in [171, 174]. For this function, we replicate the computation of a number of
hyperplanes, as done in [171, 174], and also compute other factorizations of the problem derived
from the analysis of its graphical representation. We then compare the findings from these two
approaches.
The additive function has n = 10 variables and is computed as the sum of 10 subfunctions of order
k = 3. Table 3 presents the definition as taken from [171]. Each subfunction has four local optima
with evaluation 1 and all other points have evaluation 0. For each subfunction, one of the four local
optima is reached at 111. The global optimum of the function is reached at a vector with all variables
set to 1.
We then generate the complete space of 210 = 1024 solutions and evaluate them. Using the solutions
and their corresponding evaluations, it is possible to compute the average fitness of any partial
configuration of any subset of variables (factor). We start by computing the marginal frequencies
for factors corresponding to all definition sets of the function, i.e., those triplets of variables shown
in column 2 of Table 4.
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Index subfunction local optima codomain vector
1 f(x1, x2, x3) 000 001 100 111 < 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1 >
2 f(x2, x3, x4) 011 001 100 111 < 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1 >
3 f(x3, x4, x5) 001 010 101 111 < 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1 >
4 f(x4, x5, x6) 110 100 011 111 < 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1 >
5 f(x5, x6, x7) 001 100 110 111 < 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1 >
6 f(x6, x7, x8) 000 100 010 111 < 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1 >
7 f(x7, x8, x9) 001 010 101 111 < 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1 >
8 f(x8, x9, x0) 000 001 100 111 < 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1 >
9 f(x9, x0, x1) 000 010 011 111 < 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1 >
10 f(x0, x1, x2) 000 101 110 111 < 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1 >
Table 3: Example of adjacent MK landscape presented in [171]. Each subfunction has four local
optima with evaluation 1; all other points have evaluation 0. These values are represented by the
codomain vector. The global optimum is the string of all 1 bits, and each subfunction reaches the
optimum at 111.
Index j = 3 j = 4 j = 5
1 (x1, x2, x3) (x1, x2, x3, x4) (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5)
2 (x2, x3, x4) (x2, x3, x4, x5) (x2, x3, x4, x5, x6)
3 (x3, x4, x5) (x3, x4, x5, x6) (x3, x4, x5, x6, x7)
4 (x4, x5, x6) (x4, x5, x6, x7) (x4, x5, x6, x7, x8)
5 (x5, x6, x7) (x5, x6, x7, x8) (x5, x6, x7, x8, x9)
6 (x6, x7, x8) (x6, x7, x8, x9) (x6, x7, x8, x9, x0)
7 (x7, x8, x9) (x7, x8, x9, x0) (x7, x8, x9, x0, x1)
8 (x8, x9, x0) (x8, x9, x0, x1) (x8, x9, x0, x1, x2)
9 (x9, x0, x1) (x9, x0, x1, x2) (x9, x0, x1, x2, x3)
10 (x0, x1, x2) (x0, x1, x2, x3) (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4)
Table 4: Different sets of factors used to compute the marginal frequencies of the function defined
in Table 3.
Since all factors in a given column have the same size, instead of calculating the average fitness, we
simply add the fitness values of all solutions where a specific configuration of the factor is present.
For example, for column 2, where k = 3 and the number of solutions of the search space that
share a given configuration (xi, xi+1, xi+2) is 2
n−k = 27 = 128, we do not divide the sum of the
frequencies for (xi, xi+1, xi+2) by 128. The rank of the frequencies for each factor will coincide
with the rank of the statistics computed for the corresponding hyperplanes of order k. For k = 3,
the results are shown in Table 5, where, for each factor, the configurations with the highest marginal
frequency are underlined.
Frequencies for the subfunctions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
000 768 704 608 480 480 544 704 736 640 736
001 512 704 800 736 416 672 576 672 768 544
010 512 576 544 672 608 480 704 672 576 672
011 512 576 736 672 800 480 576 480 704 736
100 640 704 608 416 736 736 704 672 640 544
101 640 576 544 672 544 608 576 608 640 480
110 768 576 544 608 736 800 576 608 448 608
111 768 704 736 864 800 800 704 672 704 800
Table 5: Marginal frequencies for all the configurations of factors of order 3. These factors corre-
spond to the definition sets of the function presented in Table 3. Marginal frequencies are computed
as the sum of the fitness for all solutions that contain the corresponding configuration of the fac-
tor. In the table, the configurations where the marginal configuration reached the highest value are
underlined.
It can be seen in Table 5 that among the factor configurations with highest value, there is always one
that agrees with the global optima of the function. This happens for all factors except in three of
them: 3, 8, and 9. In some way these hyperplanes are deceptive. In the vein of the analysis presented
in [171], we expand the hyperplanes to include more adjacent variables as shown in columns 3 and
4 of Table 4. The results of the computation of the marginal frequencies are displayed in Table 6
and Table 7, respectively.
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Frequencies for the subfunctions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0000 384 304 240 256 208 304 368 336 368 432
0001 384 400 368 224 272 240 336 400 272 304
0010 256 304 400 320 208 368 336 304 368 272
0011 256 400 400 416 208 304 240 368 400 272
0100 288 304 208 384 336 272 368 336 304 336
0101 224 272 336 288 272 208 336 336 272 336
0110 224 240 304 320 400 208 272 176 304 368
0111 288 336 432 352 400 272 304 304 400 368
1000 320 304 240 224 336 400 368 304 368 336
1001 320 400 368 192 400 336 336 368 272 208
1010 320 240 272 288 272 336 336 272 304 240
1011 320 336 272 384 272 272 240 336 336 240
1100 416 304 208 352 400 432 304 304 240 304
1101 352 272 336 256 336 368 272 304 208 304
1110 352 304 304 416 400 368 336 272 304 400
1111 416 400 432 448 400 432 368 400 400 400
Table 6: Marginal frequencies for all the configurations of factors of order 4 corresponding to the
definition sets of the function presented in Table 3.
For factors of order 4 (Table 6), among the factor configurations with the highest value, there is
always one that agrees with the global optima of the function for all factors except one: factor
10. The same happens for factors of order 5 (Table 7), but in this case the “deceptive” factor is 9.
We point out that the configurations with the highest marginal values for j = 5 do not agree with
those published in [171, 174] where only for 4 of the 10 hyperplanes the configuration 11111 was
among those with the highest value of the hyperplane statistics1. This lack of consistency between
the configuration of the global optima and the configuration of the hyperplanes led the authors to
consider the function as deceptive at order 5. The exact quote in [174] is: “Despite the fact that this
is a simple Adjacent NK Landscape (with localized variable interactions and localized nonlinearity)
the order 5 hyperplane statistics do not provide any recognizable mechanism for identifying the
global optimum. This simple function is still deceptive at order 5.”
As previously mentioned, our computation of the marginal frequencies of the factors does not agree
with the results published in [171, 174]. However, in both cases, in the results presented in [171, 174]
as well as in Table 7, not all factors have a maximal configuration that agrees with the global optima.
Therefore, from the hyperplane analysis we could label the function “deceptive”.
This example shows that expanding the hyperplanes by considering contiguous variables to detect
the degree of deception in functions with overlapping definition sets can be misleading. The mishap
is at the time of identifying which are the relevant hyperplanes or factors. The fact that not every
factor among the 10 of order 5 shown in Table 4 are consistent with the global optima does not mean
that there could be other factors, of the same order, the combination of which could lead an EA to
the optimum. Actually, as we will show in what follows, six factors of order five are sufficient to get
an exact factorization for this problem. Therefore, for these factors, the problem is not deceptive.
The problem of identifying the “relevant” hyperplanes can be re-framed as the problem of finding
a minimal valid factorization that captures every single interaction of the original function, and this
can be achieved by the triangulization of the interaction graph and the computation of a junction tree
from the triangulized graph. Computing this type of factorizations from the problem structure and
using them to solve deceptive functions were two of the most important results introduced in [105]
and extensively exploited in EDAs since then.
Figure 2 Right) shows a set of edges that, when added to the original interaction graph Figure 2
Left), produce a chordal or triangulated graph. Table 8 shows the six factors obtained from the
triangulated graph as well as the marginal frequencies for all the factor configurations. It can be
seen that, for all factors the configuration 11111, consistent with the global optima, is among those
with the highest fitness value. Equation (3) shows the factorization that can be obtained from these
six factors.
1As supplementary information, we have included the code we have used to compute the marginal
frequencies for all factors, as well as the output of the algorithms. This code is available from
https://github.com/rsantana-isg/graybox_fda_paper
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Frequencies for the subfunctions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
00000 168 120 128 112 120 160 168 192 216 216
00001 216 184 112 144 88 144 200 144 152 216
00010 168 200 160 112 152 144 152 192 136 152
00011 216 200 208 112 120 96 184 208 136 152
00100 136 120 224 176 120 192 168 160 184 152
00101 120 184 176 144 88 176 168 144 184 120
00110 104 168 192 208 88 144 88 160 200 120
00111 152 232 208 208 120 160 152 208 200 152
01000 120 120 112 176 184 144 168 192 184 168
01001 168 184 96 208 152 128 200 144 120 168
01010 88 136 144 144 152 128 152 160 136 168
01011 136 136 192 144 120 80 184 176 136 168
01100 120 88 176 176 216 112 136 96 152 200
01101 104 152 128 144 184 96 136 80 152 168
01110 120 136 208 176 184 128 120 128 200 168
01111 168 200 224 176 216 144 184 176 200 200
10000 136 120 128 96 184 208 168 176 216 168
10001 184 184 112 128 152 192 200 128 152 168
10010 136 200 160 96 216 192 152 176 136 104
10011 184 200 208 96 184 144 184 192 136 104
10100 168 88 160 160 152 176 168 144 152 136
10101 152 152 112 128 120 160 168 128 152 104
10110 136 136 128 192 120 128 88 144 168 104
10111 184 200 144 192 152 144 152 192 168 136
11000 184 120 112 160 216 224 136 176 152 152
11001 232 184 96 192 184 208 168 128 88 152
11010 152 136 144 128 184 208 120 144 104 152
11011 200 136 192 128 152 160 152 160 104 152
11100 184 120 176 224 216 192 168 144 152 216
11101 168 184 128 192 184 176 168 128 152 184
11110 184 168 208 224 184 208 152 176 200 184
11111 232 232 224 224 216 224 216 224 200 216
Table 7: Marginal frequencies for all the configurations of factors of order 5 corresponding to the
definition sets of the function presented in Table 3.
p(x) = p(x0x1x2x8x9) · p(x3|x1x2x8x9) · p(x4|x2x3x8x9)
· p(x5|x3x4x8x9) · p(x6|x4x5x8x9) · p(x7|x5x6x8x9) (3)
In [174], it is also proved that functions with circular structure of order K , where K is the number
of neighbors (cyclic adjacent NK landscapes), can be converted to acyclic adjacent NK landscape
of order 2K . The function shown in Table 3 is a cyclic adjacent NK landscape and for a function
with the same structure it is also shown in [174] how to construct a possible acyclic adjacent NK
landscape withK = 4, i.e., factors of order five.
6 Improving and extending the scope of methods that exploit the problem
structure
To this point we have provided evidence that FDAs and gray-box optimization algorithm benefit
from the graphical structure of the problems and that they are similarly constrained in their per-
formance by the properties of these structures. Therefore, in this section we discuss a number of
issues that are challenging for these two classes of algorithms, and for other EAs that exploit the
problem structure. We also discuss issues that represent an opportunity to enhance and extend these
algorithms. The following topics are covered:
• Problems with large definition sets and a high cardinality of the variables.
• Estimating or learning the structure of black-box problems.
• Redefining problem structure for constrained and multi-objective problems.
• The question of evolvability.
• Combining gray-box optimization and EDAs.
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Factor frequencies
(0, 1, 2, 8, 9) (1, 2, 3, 8, 9) (2, 3, 4, 8, 9) (3, 4, 5, 8, 9) (4, 5, 6, 8, 9) (5, 6, 7, 8, 9)
00000 216 160 120 120 144 168
00001 168 160 136 136 160 200
00010 168 128 88 88 96 152
00011 152 160 136 136 144 184
00100 216 208 184 104 160 168
00101 168 208 200 120 176 168
00110 168 176 152 72 144 88
00111 152 208 200 120 192 152
01000 152 144 168 152 128 168
01001 168 144 184 168 144 200
01010 104 112 136 120 80 152
01011 152 144 184 168 128 184
01100 152 192 168 200 112 136
01101 168 192 184 216 128 136
01110 104 160 136 168 96 120
01111 152 192 184 216 144 184
10000 152 144 104 184 192 168
10001 200 176 120 200 208 200
10010 136 112 72 152 144 152
10011 216 176 120 200 192 184
10100 120 128 168 136 144 168
10101 168 160 184 152 160 168
10110 104 96 136 104 128 88
10111 184 160 184 152 176 152
11000 120 128 152 184 208 136
11001 168 160 168 200 224 168
11010 104 96 120 152 160 120
11011 184 160 168 200 208 152
11100 152 176 216 200 192 168
11101 200 208 232 216 208 168
11110 136 144 184 168 176 152
11111 216 208 232 216 224 216
Table 8: Marginal frequencies for factorization represented by Equation (3).
6.1 Large sets of interacting variables and high cardinality of the variables
One common challenging problem for EDAs and gray-box optimization are problems for which
there are large interacting subsets of variables. Usually, FDAs and gray-box optimizers explicitly set
constraints on the structural characteristics of the problem. For example, the gray-box optimization
method introduced in [20] assumes that the number of subfunctions in which any variable appears
must be bounded by some constant c. Similarly, some EDAs set a limit to the size of the biggest
clique in the learned factorization [137, 140], or to the maximum number of neighbors a variable
may have in the interaction graph [152]. The downside of this type of restrictions is that either
the algorithms can not be applied to problems that do not respect the structural assumptions, or the
behavior of the algorithms in these cases cannot be predicted. It is worth noticing that in some real-
word problems some variables can play a critical role by appearing in a large number of subfunctions
[175].
Another problematic issue is the cardinality of the variables. Most gray-box optimization methods
and FDAs have been exclusively tested using binary problems. This restriction is doubly limiting, on
one hand because this is the lowest cardinality for problemswith discrete representation, on the other
hand because binary problems also have the cardinality for all variables fixed. Therefore, problems
with non-uniform cardinality of the variables are not usually addressed and it is not possible to
assess how a non-uniform distribution of the variables cardinalities can impact the behavior of these
algorithms. The most difficult scenario is comprised by problems that exhibit the two characteristics,
they have large sets of interacting variables and high cardinality of the variables. For these problems
it has been shown that even FDAs that use exact factorizations suffer an important impact in their
performance compared with the scenario in which binary problems are solved [140].
6.2 Estimating or learning the structure of black-box problems
When no information about the problem structure exists, methods that learn a model from data are
usually employed in EDAs. Probabilistic graphical models actually learn a representation of the de-
pendence relationships among the variables and probabilistic patterns (e.g., marginal distributions)
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in the data. However, it is usually assumed in EDAs that the dependence relationships reflect the
problem structure. The link between problem structure and probabilistic dependencies is not clearly
defined because it depends on aspects such as the choice of the probabilistic model, the problem
representation, the strength of selection, etc. To complicate the matter more, models that accurately
capture the interactions between the problem variables are not always more effective than models
that discard or ignore these interactions. Therefore, an algorithm can excel at recovering the problem
structure and producing mediocre results in terms of the best solutions found.
The study of the link between problem structure and model dependencies is beyond the scope of this
paper. The interested reader can consult [14, 15, 16, 35, 90, 93] for different perspectives on this
topic. Similarly, an account of the different types of probabilistic models used in EDAs and how
they represent the relationships between variables can be obtained from several surveys on EDAs
[50, 70, 79, 151]. We focus our analysis on the recent renewed interested in the application of neural
models in EDAs.
6.2.1 Neural and deep learning models in estimation of distribution algorithms
The use of neural networks (NNs) as models in EDAs is not new [85, 153, 157, 182]. However, an
increasing number of recent works [5, 26, 123, 124, 130] propose the application of neural models
which, in some cases, are also deep learning architectures. The particular characteristics of the
neural models and the possibility of applying “deep neural models” in EDAs motivates the brief
review included in this section. The main questions we address are: 1) What is essentially different
in the information about the problem structure conveyed by neural models? 2) What advantages and
disadvantages exhibit the neural model representations, and NN learning and sampling algorithms,
within the context of model-based EAs?
A fundamental difference of NNs over graphical models is that information about the problem struc-
ture is usually represented in latent variables or distributed structures that make interpretability of
the model a difficult task. From the perspective of the main topic investigated in this paper, the
exploitation of the problem structural information for optimization, the question arises as to what
extent a latent representation of the optimization problem can be efficiently exploited.
In classification problems, latent features produced by NN learning methods can play a very impor-
tant role [27]. In addition to the direct use of the latent features produced by NNs for generating new
solutions in the contexts EAs, there are potential benefits in extracting knowledge about the search
space from these latent representations. An increasing number of methods are being proposed for
interpreting neural models [92]. In particular, methods for the identification of feature interactions of
arbitrary order from the analysis of the neural network weights have been recently proposed [164].
A number of papers that have applied neural models in EDAs have inspected and analyzed the mod-
els learned as a source of knowledge about the problem characteristics. Table 9 summarizes some
relevant characteristics of a number of works that introduce neural models.
Although the main evident difference among the approaches shown in Table 9 is the type of neural
network used by the algorithms, significant differences can exist in the particular way the neural
models are applied. In traditional EDAs based on probabilistic graphical models, different methods
can be used for learning the model. Perhaps the best known example is the variety of learning
algorithms employed by EDAs based on Bayesian networks [36, 102, 115]). Something similar
applies for sampling methods in EDAs, where even for a specific Markov network based EDA,
different sampling procedures produce significantly distinct behaviors of the algorithm [143].
In EDAs that use neural models, these differences can be more noticeable because there can be
multiple ways to exploit the information contained in a NN. On top of that, the NN can be applied
in multiple ways. For instance, autoencoders [7, 167], a particular class of NNs, have been used
to sample new solutions in a way that resembles sampling in EDAs [121], but also to adaptively
learn a “non-linear mutation operator” that attempts to widen the basins of attraction around the
best individuals. In terms of the EDA performance, the potential of the neural model to capture
intricate relationships among the variables is as relevant as the specific way it is utilized within the
evolutionary algorithm.
One crucial dilemma in EDAs that learn complex graphical models is how to trade-off the pros
and cons of the different classes of models. Bayesian networks are expensive to learn but can
be efficiently sampled. Markov networks and factor graphs can be learned efficiently but usually
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Algorithm year NN model Ref. Analysis Str. Generative Deep
BEA 2000 HM [182] no yes no
MONEDA 2008 GNG [85] no no no
RBM-EDA 2010 RBM [157] no no no
REDA 2013 RBM [154] no yes no
DAGA 2014 DA [25] yes no no
DBM-EDA 2015 DBM [123] yes yes yes
AED-EDA 2015 DA [121] yes no no
GAN-EDA 2015 GAN [122] no yes no
GA-dA 2016 DA [26] yes no no
GA-NADE 2016 NADE [26] yes yes no
RBM-EDA 2017 RBM [124] yes yes no
Deep-Opt-GA 2017 DNN [5] yes yes yes
Table 9: Description of some of the main neural network models proposed for EDAs. Algorithms
are organized following the chronological order of the publications. NN model refers to the neu-
ral model. HM: Helmzholtz machine; GNG: Growing Neural Gas; RBM: Restricted Boltzmann
machine; DA: Denoising autoencoders; DBM: Deep Boltzmann machine; GAN: Generative adver-
sarial network; NADE: Neural autoregressive distribution estimation; DNN: Deep NN. The rest of
columns respectively indicate: whether the “structure” of the learned networks is inspected and dis-
cussed, whether the NN model is generative, whether the neural model used for the experiments is
deep (contains 2 or more hidden layers).
require expensive iterative inference schemes (e.g., Gibbs sampling) to sample new solutions [95].
In order for a neural model to be competitive with state-of-the-art graphical models used in EDAs,
they should be able to capture intricate relationships and, in addition, their learning and sampling
algorithms should outperform in efficiency those for graphical models.
The neural models that have been tried for EDAs, exhibit a variety of behaviors: autoencoders
used in a traditional EDA scheme in [121] are extremely fast when compared with methods that
learn Bayesian networks but they fail to achieve the same efficiency than BOA in terms of function
evaluations. When used as a mutation distribution in [26] GA-dA (see Table 9) outperforms BOA in
some problems (notably on the knapsack problem) but it is outperformed on the hierarchical HIFF
function. As previously mentioned, for the performance of the EDA the class of model used might
be as relevant as the particular way it is used. Some of the neural models that have been tried, such as
the generative adversarial network (GAN), do not produce competitive results, neither in the number
of fitness evaluations nor in the computational time [122].
The convenience of using deep neural models is another important question to discern given the
impressive results of DNNs in other domains. One of the conclusions obtained from the evaluation
of the deep Boltzmann machine (DBM) neural network in EDAs is that the effort for learning the
multi-layered DBM model does not seem to pay off for the optimization process [123]. Also in [5],
where DNNs with 5 and 10 layers are used as neural models, it is acknowledged that the learning
process can be time consuming. While the Deep-Opt-GA is evaluated across a set of diverse artificial
and real-world problems, it is not possible to determine the gain of the algorithm over EDAs since
it is compared to a fast local optimizer and a GA.
In the following, we summarize a number of advantages and disadvantages of the use of neural
models in EDAs.
Advantages of approaches that use NN models:
• Flexible models. The type of dependencies of the neural model do not have to be specified
a priori [5].
• Usually can be efficiently (in terms of time) learned [25, 121].
• The gains in efficiency by means of parallelism (e.g., by using GPU architectures) can be
dramatic [26].
• They can be naturally applied to implement transfer learning approaches in EAs [25].
Disadvantages of approaches that use NN models:
• Depending on the model, sampling can be cumbersome and costly.
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• NN models can be very sensitive to the initial parameters used for training.
• The NNmodel representation does not always correspond to the representation of the prob-
lem (e.g., RBMs use binary representation, autoencoders use continuous representation,
etc.).
• The number of parameters required by the NN model can be very large (e.g., up to 2.5×n2
for autoencoders in some problems [25]).
• Regarding the number of parameters, overfitting can arise while learning the models [121].
6.3 Redefining problem structure for constrained and multi-objective problems
Two scenarios that present significant challenges for using the problem structure are multi-objective
and constrained optimization problems.
Addressing multi-objective problems (MOPs) is one of the most difficult areas for the implemen-
tation of methods that exploit the problem structure. The main difficulty is due to the variety and
complexity of the modeling scenarios. One primary question is: What “structure” is the most rel-
evant for MOPs? The structure describing the relationships among non-dominated points, or the
(grouped or consensual) structure of all the objective functions involved ? Even if we assume that
both types of structures are important, the question of finding a usable common representation for
all the objectives is itself a challenge. The variety of selection, replacement, and archiving opera-
tors used by MOEAs determines important effects in the relationship between the original problem
structure and the interactions which are significant for the search. Finding a common ground for the
investigation of the structure in this context is a very difficult task.
In EDAs, the question of how to take advantage of the problem structure for MOPs has been less
explored than for single-objective optimization problems. Although several multi-objective EDAs
(MO-EDAs) exist [9, 29, 72, 84, 119, 188, 189] they have been proposed mainly for problems with
a continuous representation. The characteristics of the search space for these problems allow other
types of approaches which are different to those used for discrete problems.
In terms of the representation of the problem structure for MOPs, one idea proposed in [139] was
the extension of the representational capabilities of the probabilistic model to include information
about the objectives. In [62], objectives were included as additional nodes of the EDA probabilistic
graphical model, and edges/arcs were learned from data to capture the relationships among vari-
ables and objectives. This initial work was successful when tested on continuous MOPs. Another
work in the same direction, but addressing the combinatorial multi-objective knapsack problem, was
presented in [86]. In the proposed approach, the graphical model represents, in addition to the de-
cision variables and objectives, the parameters of a local optimization method. Other recent work
[180, 181] has investigated the structures of probabilistic models learned in different subproblems of
the MOEA/D algorithm [184]. Although this work has shown that the models in MOEA/D capture
the structure of the problem, the convenience of using these structures to create factorizations for
the MOPs addressed in the paper was not addressed.
In [22], a multi-objective Hamming-ball hill climber is proposed for a MOP, where each objective
is a pseudo-Boolean functions with k-bounded epistasis. This gray-box optimization algorithm uses
as a representation of the problem structure a co-occurrence graph in which two variables are joined
by an edge if they co-occur in any of the subfunctions for any of pseudo-Boolean functions. The
introduced algorithm guarantees that each move is bounded in constant time if each variable appears
in a constant number of subfunctions. The algorithm is tested on instances of the MNK-Landscape
with two and three objectives and up to 100, 000 variables. Although it is impossible to determine
how close the results are to the optimal Pareto front, it shows that they improve by increasing the
radius of the hill climber, i.e., considering higher order dependencies among the variables.
The difficulty with the search in a constrained space is that the original interactions of the problems
can be distorted due to the constraints. Similarly, constraints can produce new interactions among
the variables. Early work investigated how to modify FDAs to deal with problems with unitation
constraints [144, 145]. This research showed that while constraints can have an impact on the
strength of dependencies among those variables related by the problem structure, it was still possible
to exploit the original structure of the problem to make a more efficient search. Recent approaches
propose the use of probability models defined exclusively on the space of feasible solutions [18].
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As expected, constraints also have an effect on the behavior of gray-box optimizers. In [21], it is
shown that the constant time per move of gray-box hill climbers is not guaranteed to be achieved
when constraints are added to the problem. However, it is also shown in [21] that the proposed
structure-informed hill-climber has as worst-case run-time O(n) for constrained multi-objective k-
bounded pseudo-Boolean problems.
6.4 The question of evolvability
Evolvability has been defined in numerous ways, and the implications of the term both in the bio-
logical and evolutionary computation domains are controversial. It can be defined as an organism’s
capacity to generate heritable phenotypic variation [66], the increased potential of an individual
or population to further evolution [89], or the ability of random variations to sometimes produce
improvement [168]. Recently, Wilder and Stanley [176] have advocated for making a difference be-
tween the concepts evolvable individuals and evolvable populations. Evolvable individuals are more
likely than others to introduce phenotypic variation in their offspring, and in evolvable populations a
greater amount of phenotypic variation is accessible to the population as a whole, regardless of how
evolvable any individual may be in isolation [176].
From the perspective of the analysis developed in this paper, one key question is whether the use
of the problem structure information in EAs hinders or promotes the evolvability of solutions and
populations. The focus of gray-box optimizers, EDAs, and other algorithms that exploit the problem
structure has been efficient function optimization, with the number of function evaluations as the
main target. However, it is not clear whether designing model-based operators and algorithms that
constrain the way genotypic variation is manifested through evolution can also decrease the capacity
of these evolutionary systems to adapt to changes.
Much of function benchmarks on which the algorithms discussed in this paper have been tested
exclusively comprise non-dynamic objective functions with a simple genotype-phenotypemapping.
Consequently, it is difficult to evaluate how robust these algorithms would be to deal with dynamic
functions, particularly with those functions where the structure of interactions changes over time. It
can be argued that model-based EAs that learn the model from the data have a natural way to adapt to
potential changes in the fitness function. The ability of gray-box optimizers to treat these problems
is not clear. Whatever the capacity of these algorithms to deal with dynamic functions is, what
remains as an open question is whether the learning and sampling methods used by model-based
EAs constrain, promote, or are neutral in generating evolvable individuals or populations.
There is an intense debate around the question of whether and how evolvability evolves [13, 31,
66, 126]. Related questions are: how genes create phenotypes in such a way that options for future
evolution are enhanced [13]?; is evolvability a consequence of adaptation and/or selection [31, 66,
155]?; is evolvability influenced by the existence of neutral networks in genotype space [32]?
In the context of model-based EAs one relevant topic is to what extent can the evolution of evolv-
ability be modeled and eventually biased by exploiting the model. If evolvability can be evolved,
is it possible to learn and exploit the structure of systems that evolve evolvability? Which models
could be used to learn the patterns behind the individuals propensity to evolve? Another related
question is whether problem structure plays any role in the algorithms that try to directly evolve for
evolvability or in those EAs which indirectly encourage evolvability [63, 73, 74, 89].
6.5 Combination of gray-box optimization and EDAs
A straightforward way of combining gray-box optimization and EDAs is to use gray-box optimiza-
tion as a local search technique within EDAs. This is the approach followed in [43], where the
HBHC is combined with the Parameter-less population pyramid (P3) [42], a model-building EA.
In fact, when successful for real-world and large optimization problems, the vast majority of EDAs
require the application of local optimizers [104, 113, 138, 186]. One of the conclusions from the
research presented in [43] is that gray-box optimization by itself may fail to obtain optimal results
and the hypothesis that this may be due to the existence of plateaus is advanced. A simple hybrid
algorithm combining uniform crossover with HBHC is able to outperform the HBHC.
Several works in EAs show the great success of a variety of local optimization methods [114, 125,
138] when combined with EDAs. Similarly, the emergence of new paradigms such as Optimal
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Mixing indicates that the possibilities to combine local search and problem structure have not been
exhausted yet. Therefore, it will require an in-depth investigation to determine to what extent gray-
box local search optimizers can outperform the results of the other hybrid approaches.
7 Conclusions
While pioneering work in EAs showed the importance of exploiting problem information, work in
FDAs, gray-box optimization, optimal mixing, and other approaches reveals that, when information
about the problem structure is available in the form of a graphical representation, a variety of meth-
ods can be designed to efficiently exploit this structure. The different ways in which these methods
exploit the structure reveal the great, largely unexplored, potential of approaches that use graphical
models.
In this paper we have reviewed algorithms that exploit the problem structure in evolutionary com-
putation with a focus on gray-box optimizers and FDAs. We have used a common perspective to
analyze these algorithms, highlighting the similarities and differences among them. We have con-
trasted the explanations of the EA behavior based on the schema analysis with those that emphasize
the role of factors and factorizations, and presented examples of these characterizations at work.
Optimal mixing algorithms, as a hybrid approach that combines characteristics from EDAs and GAs
have been also covered.
The White-Gray-Black (WGB) classification of optimization problems, according to the type and
extent of problem information available, has been introduced as a more refined way to identify the
use of problem structure. A review of recently introduced neural approaches used as models has
been conducted. Finally, the paper has addressed a number of open questions and hot-topics where
opportunities for algorithms that exploit the problem structure arise.
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